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Elastic Scaling for Data Stream Processing
Buğra Gedik, Scott Schneider, Martin Hirzel, and Kun-Lung Wu
Abstract—This article addresses the profitability problem associated with auto-parallelization of general-purpose distributed data
stream processing applications. Auto-parallelization involves locating regions in the application’s data flow graph that can be
replicated at run-time to apply data partitioning, in order to achieve scale. In order to make auto-parallelization effective in practice,
the profitability question needs to be answered: How many parallel channels provide the best throughput? The answer to this
question changes depending on the workload dynamics and resource availability at run-time. In this article, we propose an elastic
auto-parallelization solution that can dynamically adjust the number of channels used to achieve high throughput without
unnecessarily wasting resources. Most importantly, our solution can handle partitioned stateful operators via run-time state
migration, which is fully transparent to the application developers. We provide an implementation and evaluation of the system on an
industrial-strength data stream processing platform to validate our solution.
Index Terms—Data stream processing, parallelization, elasticity
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1 INTRODUCTION
AS the world becomes more interconnected and in-strumented, there is a deluge of data coming from
various software and hardware sensors in the form of
continuous streams. Examples can be found in several
domains, such as financial markets, telecommunications,
manufacturing, and healthcare. In all of these domains
there is an increasing need to gather, process, and analyze
these data streams to extract insights as well as to detect
emerging patterns and outliers. Most importantly, this
analysis often needs to be performed in near real-time.
Stream computing is a computational paradigm that
enables carrying out analytical tasks in an efficient and
scalable manner. By taking the incoming data streams
through a network of operators placed on a set of
distributed hosts, stream computing provides an on-the-
fly model of processing. Since the data is not directly stored
on disk, stream computing avoids the performance
problems faced by the more traditional store-and-process
model of data management. The emergence of commercial
stream processing systems, such as StreamBase [28] and
InfoSphere Streams [16], open source systems such as S4
[34] and Storm [27], as well as existing academic systems
such as STREAM [5], Borealis [1], and System S [18], is
evidence for the future growth and past success of the
stream computing paradigm.
The frequent need for handling large volumes of live
data in short periods of time is a major characteristic of
stream processing applications [26]. Thus, supporting
high throughput processing is a critical requirement for
streaming systems [14]. It necessitates taking advantage
of multiple host machines to achieve scalability [4]. This
requirement will become even more prominent with the
ever increasing amounts of live data available for
processing. The increased affordability of distributed
and parallel computing, thanks to advances in cloud
computing and multi-core chip design, has made this
problem tractable. This creates a demand for language
and system level techniques that can effectively locate
and efficiently exploit parallelization opportunities in
stream processing applications. This latter aspect is the
focus of this article.
Streaming applications are structured as directed graphs
where vertices are operators and edges are data streams. To
scale such applications, the stream processing system is
free to decide how the application graph will be mapped to
the set of available hosts. Auto-parallelization [24] is an
effective technique that can be used to scale stream
processing applications in a transparent manner. It involves
detecting parallel regions in the application graph that can be
replicated on multiple hosts, such that each instance of the
replicated region (which we refer to as a channel) handles a
subset of the data flow in order to increase the throughput.
This form of parallelism is known as data parallelism.
Transparent data parallelization involves detecting parallel
regions without direct involvement of the application
developer and applying runtime mechanisms to ensure
safety: the parallelized application produces the same
results as the sequential one.
While safety ensures correctness, it does not ensure
improved performance. Transparent auto-parallelization
that improves performance must have some profitability
mechanism. In a streaming data-parallel region, profitabil-
ity involves determining the right degree of parallelism,
which is the number of parallel channels to be used,
without explicit involvement of the application developer.
Elastic auto-parallelization takes this one step further by
making the profitability decisions adaptive to the runtime
dynamics such as changes in the workload and the
availability of resources. In this article, we propose novel
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techniques that provide effective elastic auto-paralleliza-
tion for stream processing applications.
There are two important requirements in achieving
elastic auto-parallelization.
(R1) Elasticity in the presence of stateful operators requires
state migration. This brings about two major challenges.
First, in order to maintain the transparent nature of auto-
parallelization, state migration needs to be performed in
the presence of, but without interfering with, application
logic. Second, we need to minimize the amount of migrated
state. By minimizing migrated state, we minimize the time
and space overhead which can disturb the flow of data.
This will, in turn, enable more frequent adaptation.
(R2) Elasticity in the presence of runtime dynamics requires
control algorithms. This brings about two major challenges.
First, general purpose stream processing applications
contain a large number of user-defined operators. We
cannot easily model the reactions of such operators.
Addressing this challenge requires making use of runtime
metrics to guide a control system, rather than relying on
traditional cost based optimization. Second, we need to
make sure that the control algorithm is able to provide
SASO properties [12]. That is, it exhibits stability (does not
oscillate the number of channels used), achieves good
accuracy (finds the number of channels that maximizes the
throughput), has short settling time (reaches a stable
number of channels quickly), and finally, avoids overshoot
(does not use more channels than necessary).
We address the challenge of transparent migration by
developing a key-value store based state API that is
designed to support the implementation of partitioned
stateful operators. Partitioned stateful operators store
independent state for each sub-stream identified by a
partitioning attribute [24]. Such operators are very
common in stream processing applications (network
traces partitioned by IP numbers, financial streams
partitioned by stock tickers, etc.). We develop compile-
time rewrite techniques to convert high-level user code
into an equivalent version that uses the state API, so as to
shield application developers from the details of state
migration.
We address the challenge of low-cost migration by
developing an incremental migration protocol and an
associated splitting strategy based on consistent hashing
[19], which together minimizes the amount of migrated
state.
We address the challenge of runtime control by relying
on two local metrics computed at the splitter: the congestion
index (a measure of blocking time at the splitter) and the
throughput. The splitter is a run-time component that is
colocated with the operator generating the stream to be
split for parallel processing. We develop a local control
algorithm that works at the splitter and uses these metrics
to adjust the number of channels to be used for processing
the flow.
We address the challenge of providing SASO properties
by incorporating several techniques in our control algo-
rithm. These include peeking up and down in terms of the
number of channels used based on changes in observed
metrics to address accuracy and overshoot; remembering
the past performances achieved at different operating
points to address stability; and rapid scaling to address
settling time.
This article makes the following major contributions:
. To the best of our knowledge, it provides the first
elastic auto-parallelization scheme that can handle
stateful operators, works across multiple hosts, and
is designed for general purpose stream processing
applications.
. It proposes a state management API, compile-time
rewrite techniques, and a run-time migration pro-
tocol to perform transparent state migration with
minimal state movement.
. It proposes a control algorithm that uses local
information and local control to achieve SASO
properties, in order to find the best operating point
to solve the profitability problem in a workload and
resource adaptive manner.
. It provides an implementation and an evaluation on
an industrial-strength stream processing system.
The techniques and algorithms we introduce for
achieving elasticity, such as the control algorithm, the state
management techniques, and the migration protocol, all
have general applicability and can be implemented in any
stream processing system. We exemplify the state man-
agement APIs using a prototype version of IBM InfoSphere
Streams, Streams for short, and its programming language
SPL [13].
In summary, this article shows how to solve the
profitability problem for distributed stateful stream pro-
cessing, in a transparent and elastic manner. The rest of the
article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides back-
ground on Streams and SPL [13], and overviews the safety
aspects of auto-parallelization based on previous work
[24]. Section 3 provides an overview of our elastic auto-
parallelization solution. Section 4 describes the control
algorithm and how it achieves the SASO properties.
Section 5 describes the key-value based state APIs and
the compile-time rewrite techniques. Section 6 elaborates
on the migration protocol. Section 7 reports experimental
results. Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9
concludes the article.
2 BACKGROUND
This section briefly discusses the SPL language and the
Streams middleware, and then gives background on the
safety aspects of auto-parallelization.
2.1 SPL and Streams
SPL [13] is a programming language used to develop
stream processing applications. SPL applications are
composed of operator instances connected to each other
via stream connections. An operator instance is a vertex in
the application’s data flow graph. An operator instance is
a realization of an operator definition. For example, the
operator instance shown on the left of the top graph in
Fig. 1 is an instance of the TCPSource operator. In
general, operators can have many different instantiations,
each using different stream types, parameters, or other
configurations such as windows. Operator instances can
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have zero or more input and output ports. Each output
port generates a uniquely named stream, which is a
sequence of tuples. Connecting an output port to the
input of an operator establishes a stream connection. A
stream connection is an edge in the application’s data
flow graph.
Operators are implemented either directly in SPL (via
Custom operators) or in general purpose programming
languages. In both cases, the operator implementations
rely on an event driven interfaceVthey react to tuples
arriving on operator input ports. Tuple processing
generally involves updating some operator-local state
and producing result tuples that are sent out on the
output ports.
Streams [16] is a distributed stream processing engine
that can execute SPL applications using a set of distributed
hosts. It performs various runtime tasks, such as data
transport, scheduling, fault-tolerance, and security.
2.2 Auto-Parallelization
Auto-parallelization is the process of automatically dis-
covering data-parallel regions in an application’s flow
graph which can be exploited at runtime. In addition to
discovering these parallel regions, the compiler must also
establish certain properties required to activate appropri-
ate runtime mechanisms that will ensure safety of the auto-
parallelization. For instance, if a parallel region is stateless,
the runtime data splitting mechanism to be applied can be
round-robin, whereas if the region is partitioned stateful,
the data splitting has to be performed using a hash-based
scheme.
We illustrate an example auto-parallelization process
using the SPL code sample given in Listing 1. Here, we see
a sample operational monitoring application called OpMon.
An instance of the TCPSource operator is used to receive a
stream that contains information about network usage of
different applications. This is followed by an Aggregate
operator instance, which computes minute-by-minute data
usage information for each application, using the appId as
the partitioning key. The aggregated results are taken
through a Filter operator to retain applications whose
network usage is above a threshold. Finally, the end results
are sent to a TCPSink operator instance.
Fig. 1 shows a visualization of the data flow graph for
the OpMon application (at the top), as well as an auto-
parallelized version of it (at the bottom). In this example,
the parallel region consists of the Aggregate and the
Filter operators. It is a partitioned stateful parallel
region, as the Aggregate operator maintains state on a
per-partition basis. The splitter resides on the output port
of the operator preceding the parallel region, and is
responsible for routing tuples to parallel channels. Once a
tuple is routed to a particular channel, then all future
tuples that share their appId attribute value with it must
be routed to the same channel. This is achieved at the
splitter by applying a hash function on the appId
attribute.
In this example, there is an additional operator that
follows the parallel region (the TCPSink). Furthermore,
there is no indication that this operator can tolerate out of
order results. As such, this particular parallel region needs
to maintain the order of tuples at its output. This is
achieved at the merger, which resides on the input port of
the operator succeeding the parallel region. The merger
performs a re-ordering operation using sequence numbers
which were assigned at the splitter and carried through the
parallel region.
Finally, this parallel region contains a Filter operator
that can drop some of the tuples. This results in a selectivity
value of at most 1. Therefore, the merger may block for long
periods of time, if the tuples for a given channel happen to
get dropped with a higher frequency than others. This is
because during times of no tuple arrival, the merger cannot
differentiate between tuples that take a long time to arrive
and tuples that will never arrive (dropped). To solve this
problem, this particular parallel region uses pulses, which
are special markers periodically sent by the splitter and
used by the merger to avoid lengthy stalls.
Listing 1. OpMon, a simple operational monitoring app. in SPL.
Fig. 1. Auto-parallelization of the OpMon application.
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Complete details of the safety aspects of auto-paralleli-
zation can be found in [24]. In summary, the following
properties [33] of parallel regions play a central role in the
runtime mechanisms used to ensure safety:
. Statefulness determines whether a region can be
parallelized, as only stateless and partitioned state-
ful operators are amenable to data parallelism. It
also determines the data partitioning scheme used at
the splitter.
. Ordering requirements of the downstream opera-
tors determine whether a parallel region requires an
ordering step during the merge or not.
. Selectivity of a parallel region determines whether
pulses are required to avoid lengthy stalls or not.
In the rest of the article, we look at how the profitability
aspect of auto-parallelization can be addressed through
run-time adaptation.
3 SOLUTION OVERVIEW
In this section we give an overview of our solution, which is
based on run-time elasticity.
The key idea of our approach is to leave the
profitability decision to run-time, where we can infer
workload and resource availability. When an application
starts its execution, the number of parallel channels is set
to 1. A control algorithm placed at the splitter periodi-
cally re-evaluates the number of channels to be used
based on local run-time metrics it maintains. The control
algorithm can decide to increase or decrease the number
of channels used or take no action at any decision point.
When the number of channels to use changes, then a state
migration protocol may need to be executed if the
parallel region is stateful.
It is important to note that we are not addressing the
placement problem in this work. In particular, when a
new parallel channel is requested by our algorithm, we
assume that it will be placed on available hosts/cores in
the system.
For parallel regions that are partitioned stateful, chang-
ing the number of parallel channels necessitates partial
relocation of state. For instance, if the number of parallel
channels increases, then the assignment of some of the
partitions needs to move from the existing parallel
channels to the new parallel channels. Whenever such
change of assignment happens at the splitter, the state
associated with the moved partitions has to be relocated as
well. In particular, the newly added parallel channels need
collect the state of the partitions assigned to them from the
existing parallel channels. Similarly, when existing chan-
nels are removed, the state associated with the partitions
they were handling has to be redistributed to the existing
parallel channels.
As a system invariant, each partition is owned by only a
single parallel channel at any given point in time. We
perform the assignment of partitions to parallel channels
using consistent hashing in order to minimize the amount
of state moved during migration.
In order for run-time migration to be performed
transparently, the stream processing middleware has to
reason about the state maintained by operators. In a general
purpose streaming system where user-defined operators
are commonly used, this requires special machinery. To
address this problem, our solution includes a state
management API in the form of a local key-value store.
The SPL compiler rewrites code present in Custom
operators such that the state is converted to use this API,
enabling the runtime to reason about such state and
perform transparent migration.
4 CONTROL ALGORITHM
The control algorithm is run periodically to update the
number of parallel channels. It relies on the following two
locally computed metrics:
Congestion is an indication of whether the splitter
observes an undue delay when sending tuples on a
connection. It is a useful metric in two respects: 1) Presence
of congestion is an indication that we need more channels
to handle the current load, and similarly lack of congestion
is an indication that we may be using more channels than
necessary. 2) Temporal changes in the congestion value can
indicate changes in the workload availability. We compute
the congestion as a boolean value by applying a threshold
on the congestion index, which is a measure of the fraction of
time the tuple transport at the splitter is blocked due to
backpressure.
To compute the congestion index, we use non-blocking
I/O for transferring tuples. If the send call notifies us that
the call would block, then we block until room is available
and measure the amount of blocking involved. Overall, the
congestion index measures the fraction of time spent
blocking. We average this value over all channels. The
congestion index is a value in the range [0, 1]. We further
discuss the congestion index threshold in Section 4.3.
Throughput is the number of tuples processed per
second over the last adaptation period. Throughput is
useful in two respects: 1) When we move to a new
operating point in terms of the number of channels, it tells
us if the situation has improved or notVafter all, the goal is
to optimize the throughput. 2) Temporal changes in the
throughput can indicate changes in the workload.
The control algorithm operates based on the following
two fundamental principles:
(P1) Expand: If there is congestion, go up (increase the
number of channels) unless you have been there before and
have not observed improved throughput.
(P2) Contract: If there is no congestion, go down (decrease
the number of channels) unless you have been there before
and have observed congestion.
Here, (P1) provides the accuracy property in SASO: we
get good accuracy, since the number of channels is
increased until congestion is removed. (P2) provides the
overshoot property in SASO: we avoid using more
channels than necessary, since the number of channels is
decreased unless congestion appears below. The ‘unless’
clauses in (P1) and (P2) provide the stability property in
SASO: we do not oscillate between operating points, since
what happened in the past is remembered and is not
repeated. However, these two principles are not sufficient
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when the workload fluctuates. When the workload avail-
ability changes, we need to forget part of what happened in
the past. Thus, we introduce the following adjustments in
order to adapt to workload changes:
(P3) Congestion Adapt: If a change is observed in con-
gestion that is indicative of workload increase (decrease),
forget about past observations regarding upper (lower)
channels.
(P4) Throughput Adapt: If a change is observed in through-
put that is indicative of workload increase (decrease), forget
about past observations regarding upper (lower) channels.
Here, (P3) and (P4) enable the control algorithm to adapt
to workload changes. Note that the control algorithm has
the following critical feature: It will settle upon a number of
channels such that there is no congestion, yet any smaller
number of channels will result in congestion. When in this
stable state, if there is an increase in the workload, it will
start observing congestion and go up (due to (P1)). When
there is a decrease in the workload, it will observe
throughput decrease and forget about the fact that one
channel below was resulting in congestion (due to (P4))
and go down (due to (P2)).
There are two additional minor issues with this version
of the control algorithm. The first one is about the nature
of congestion. The algorithm is designed to interpret
presence of congestion as an indication of the need for
more channels to handle the load. In the case that the
congestion is not due to the cost of the parallel region but
instead due to the cost of the flow that is downstream of
the parallel region, increasing the number of channels will
not result in any improvement, but instead will cause
overshoot. We call this kind of congestion remote conges-
tion and avoid the potential pitfall using the following
additional principle:
(P5) Remote Congestion: If the congestion continues after
increasing the number of channels, yet the throughput has
not significantly increased, go down.
Here, (P5) avoids the case where the number of channels
is continuously increased due to the continued presence of
congestion, yet the throughput does not improve. Without
(P5), this can happen in the presence of remote congestion.
It is important to note that most streaming applications
eventually hit a scalability limit when their original
bottlenecks are removed via parallelization. This is because
the bottleneck moves to a non-parallelizable portion of the
application, which in most cases is the source, the sink, or
some stateful operator. In all cases where an operator
downstream of a parallel region becomes the bottleneck,
remote congestion will occur.
The second problem is that, in cases where the available
resources (execution contexts such as hosts and cores) and
the cost of the parallel region are both high, the optimal
number of channels can be high as well. Thus, it can take a
long time for the control algorithm to reach this number.
This is due to the one-channel-at-a-time nature of the
algorithm and can negatively impact the settling time
property in SASO. We address this problem by introducing
an option to our algorithm called rapid scaling. It is
summarized a follows:
(P6) Rapid Scaling: Rather than operating one-channel-at-
a-time, operate one-level-at-a-time and define a super-
linear mapping between the number of levels and
channels.
Here, (P6) preserves the main operation mode of the
algorithm by still making changes on the operating point
one-step-at-time. But rather than using number of channels
directly, it uses a level, which is mapped to the number of
channels via a function. In particular, we use the following
function:
NL ¼ 0:5þ 20:5ðLþ1Þ
j k
:
For increasing level values starting at 0, this results in
the following series of number of channels: {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
11, 16, 23, 32, . . .}. It is possible to use other functions that
follow a more steep or less steep curve depending on the
maximum number of channels and the settling time
requirements.
Fig. 2 gives a high-level description of the control
algorithm, illustrating the principles P1 through P6.
4.1 Algorithm Implementation
The control algorithm keeps three state variables. The first
one is the current adaptation period, denoted by P . The
second one represents the current level, denoted by L. The
third one is an array that keeps the following information
for each level: the last adaptation period during which the
algorithm was at this level, denoted by Pi; whether
congestion was observed the last time the algorithm was
at this level, denoted by Ci; the throughput observed the
last time the algorithm was at this level, denoted by Tai ; and
the throughput observed during the first of the periods the
last time the algorithm stayed consecutive periods at this
level, denoted by T‘i . We use L
 to denote the maximum
number of levels.
The control algorithm has a global parameter called
change sensitivity, denoted by , which determines what
significant change means. It takes a value in the range [0,1].
A value of 1 means the algorithm is very sensitive to small
Fig. 2. High-level description of the control algorithm.
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changes in the throughput. For instance, a minor improve-
ment in the throughput will be sufficient to go up if the
sensitivity is high. All changes in throughput are normal-
ized against the ideal throughput for a single channel in a
linearly scaling system.
Algorithm 1: Initialization of the state variables.
procedure initðÞ
P  1; L 0;
8i2½0...LÞðT‘i  nan;Tai  1Þ
8i2½0...LÞðCi  true;Pi  1Þ
s 0:1þ ð1:0 Þ  0:9
Algorithm 2: Update of the number of channels.
Require: T : current throughput, C: current congestion
procedure getNumberOfChannelsðT; CÞ
/(P3) and (P4): congestion and throughput adapt/
lc  checkLoadChangeViaCongestionðCÞ
lt  checkLoadChangeViaThroughput ðT Þ
if lc ¼ LessLoad or lt ¼ LessLoad
8i2½0...LÞCi  false; Tai  0
if lc ¼MoreLoad or lt ¼MoreLoad
8i2ðL...LÞCi  true; Tai  1
/update info on current level /
PL  P ; P  P þ 1
T aL  T ; CL  C
if T‘L ¼ nan then T ‘L  T
/ update the current level /
r ðPL1 ¼ PL  1Þ and CL1 and CL and TaL  TaL1
if r / (P5): remote congestion/
T‘L1  nan; L L 1
else if C / (P1): expand /
if LGL  1 and TaLþ1  T
T‘Lþ1  nan; L Lþ 1
else /(P2): contract /
if L9 0 and :CL1
T‘L1  nan; L L 1
return NL /
 (P6): rapid scaling /
The initðÞ routine in Algorithm 1 provides the initiali-
zation logic for the state variables. The core of the
algorithm is given in the getNumberOfChannelsðÞ routine
provided by Algorithm 2, which takes as parameters the
current throughput (denoted by T ) and the current
congestion status (denoted by C). As the first step,
principles (P3) and (P4) are applied to see if there is a
change in the load. If there is a load increase (decrease), the
information kept about the levels above (below) are reset.
The second step updates the information kept about the
current level, last throughput, last congestion status, and
the first throughput (unless the algorithm was at this level
the last time). The third step adjusts the current level. First,
principle (P5) is applied to see if there is remote congestion
(were at this level the last time ðPL1 ¼ PL  1Þ, observed
continued congestion (CL1 and CL), and the throughput
did not improve ðTaL  TaL1Þ). If so, we go back to the
previous level. Otherwise, principle (P1) is applied: We
check if there is congestion and if so go up one level unless
the algorithm has been there before but the throughput was
worse. Finally, principle (P2) is applied, that is if there is no
congestion, we go one level down unless the algorithm has
been there before and observed congestion. Once the
current level is adjusted, principle (P6) is applied to return
the channel count corresponding to the current level.
4.2 Detecting Workload Changes
The logic used to detect changes in the workload is given in
Algorithm 3. The checkLoadChangeViaCongestionðÞ rou-
tine uses the congestion status to detect load changes. If the
current level and the last level are the same, yet the
congestion status has changed, this is taken as an indication
of load change (load increase if there is congestion
currently, load decrease otherwise). If the current level is
lower than the last one, yet the congestion has disappeared,
this is taken as load decrease. And finally, if the current
level is higher than the last one, yet the congestion has
appeared, this is taken as load increase.
The checkLoadChangeViaThroughputðÞ routine uses the
throughput to detect load changes. If the current level and
the last level are the same, yet there is a significant change
in the throughput, this is taken as an indication of load
change (load increase if the current throughput value is
higher, load decrease otherwise). Change sensitivity is
used to detect significant change relative to the ideal
change in a linearly scaling system. If the current level is
lower than the last one, yet the throughput has increased,
this is taken as load increase. And finally, if the current
level is higher than the last one, yet the throughput has
decreased, this is taken as load decrease.
Algorithm 3: Detecting workload changes.
Require: C: current congestion
procedure checkLoadChangeViaCongestionðCÞ
if PL ¼ P  1 and CL 6¼ C
return C ? MoreLoad: LessLoad
if PLþ1 ¼ P  1 and CLþ1 and :C
return LessLoad
if PL1 ¼ P  1 and :CL1 and C
return MoreLoad
return Unknown
Require: T : current throughput
procedure checkLoadChangeViaThroughputðT Þ
if PL ¼ P  1
if T G T‘L
if ðT‘L  T Þ 9 s  ðNL NL1Þ  ðT‘L=NLÞ
return LessLoad
else
if ðT  T‘L Þ 9 s  ðNLþ1 NLÞ  ðT‘L=NLÞ
return MoreLoad
if PLþ1 ¼ P  1 and T 9 T aLþ1
return MoreLoad
if PL1 ¼ P  1 and T G T aL1
return LessLoad
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4.3 Discussion of Parameters
The control algorithm has three configurable parameters.
Out of these, the congestion index threshold is the only one
that requires careful tuning. We study its setting empiri-
cally in the experimental evaluation section and show that
any threshold in the range [0.01,0.3] provides a robust
setting.
Rapid scaling is a feature that can be turned on to reduce
the settling time. It adjusts the tradeoff between quick
adaptation and the ability to fine-tune the number of
parallel channels.
The change sensitivity adjusts the sensitivity of the
system to workload changes. In systems where the cost of
migration is low, a small value for the change sensitivity
parameter (higher sensitivity) is appropriate. For systems
where migration is a costly operation, it is best to wait for
significant change in the observed throughput before
taking an adaptation step. For instance, if the throughput
handled by a channel has dropped by 10 percent, reacting
to this by going one level down may be too aggressive for a
system with high overhead migrations.
Our algorithm satisfies all SASO properties even if the
user does not tune rapid scaling or change selectivity. But
by offering these parameters, we enable power users to
adjust the relative tradeoffs between the SASO properties,
if desired.
5 STATE MANAGEMENT
Operators that participate in parallel regions are either
stateless or partitioned stateful, as outlined in Section 2.2.
Partitioned stateful operators maintain independent state
on a per-partition basis based on a partitioning attribute.
Such operators require special machinery to support
transparent elastic parallelization. In particular, the run-
time system needs to migrate (across hosts) state associated
with a subset of the partitions. This requires the runtime to
understand the state managed by partitioned stateful
operators.
To address this problem, we developed a state manage-
ment API and an associated state management service.
Furthermore, we provide language-level mechanisms to
enable newly developed operators to take advantage of
managed state. Details about the managed state APIs as
well as their transparent use from within SPL applications
is covered in Appendix A.
6 STATE MIGRATION
The migration protocol is executed for a parallel region in
response to the decisions made at the splitter by the control
algorithm. When the control algorithm updates the number
of channels, it also updates the data partitioning function it
uses to distribute the partitions among the parallel
channels and initiates the migration protocol. The migra-
tion is only needed for the case of partitioned stateful
parallel regions.
The migration protocol is initiated by sending a
migration pulse from the splitter to all parallel channels.
When an operator in a parallel channel receives a migration
pulse, it first forwards the pulse downstream and then
starts executing the per-operator migration protocol. This
makes it possible to execute migration of state between
replicas of multiple operators in parallel, in case the
parallel region contains more than one partitioned stateful
operator.
We first describe the migration protocol for an operator
and then discuss the implications of using different data
partitioning functions on system performance.
6.1 Migration Protocol
The migrate routine given in Algorithm 4 provides the
pseudo-code for the migration protocol executed by an
operator. There are four parameters to the routine. The
first is the index of the operator’s parallel channel,
denoted by i. The second is the new operating point in
terms of the number of channels, denoted by N . The third
is the state kept locally at this operator, which consists of
a list of managed stores, denoted by Si where s
k
i 2 Si
denotes one of the stores. The last is the data partitioning
function generator, which generates a data partitioning
function given the number of parallel channels, denoted
by H.
The protocol has two phases, namely the donate phase
and the collect phase. In the donate phase, the items that do
not belong to the current operatorVafter the data parti-
tioning function has been updated based on the new
number of channelsVare collected into a package. Package
Dki!j represents the set of data items in s
k
i that needs to
migrate from the operator replica running on the ith
channel to the replica running on the jth channel. These
items are removed from the in-memory store ski . The
resulting packages are stored on a backing store and then a
vertical barrier is performed across replicas of the operator.
This ensures that all replicas complete the donate phase
before the collect phase starts.
In the collect phase, packages in the backing store that
are destined to the current operator replica are retrieved
and the in-memory stores are updated. For instance, items
in package Dkj!i are added to the store s
k
i . A vertical barrier
is performed to ensure all replicas have completed the
collect phase. Once complete, a horizontal barrier is
performed, in order to ensure that the splitter does not
start sending tuples before the migration is complete. This
barrier is performed across the master operator replicas (at
index 0) and the splitter.
Consider a parallel region with 2 operators and 3
parallel channels, as shown in Fig. 3. During a vertical
Fig. 3. Vertical and horizontal barriers during migration.
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barrier the set of 3 replicated operators synchronize with
each other, whereas during a horizontal barrier the 2
operators on channel 0 synchronize with the splitter.
Algorithm 4: Migration algorithm for an operator.
Require: i: index of this operator’s parallel channel
Require: N : number of parallel channels to migrate to
Require: Si: state kept locally at this operator instance
Require: H: data partitioning function generator
procedure migrateði; N; Si;HÞ
HN  HðNÞ
/ Donate phase /
for each store ski 2 Si do
8j6¼i;j2½0...NÞDki!j  f j HNðÞ ¼ j ^  2 ski g
8jski  ski n Dki!j
Save Dki!j to backing store
verticalBarrierðÞ
/ Collect phase /
for each store ski 2 Si do
8j6¼i;j2½0...NÞ retrieve Dkj!i from backing store
8jski  ski [ Dkj!i
verticalBarrierðÞ
if i ¼ 0
horizontalBarrierðÞ
Our implementation of the migration protocol works
across multiple machines and does not rely on shared
memory. It makes use of a back-end database for state
movement and synchronization. Alternative implementa-
tions are possible (e.g., sockets or MPI). Using a database
has advantages, such as periodic checkpointing of man-
aged state for fault-tolerance, which is beyond this article’s
scope.
6.2 Data Partitioning
Data partitioning is performed at the splitter for parti-
tioned stateful parallel regions. The partitioning function
needs to be updated when the number of parallel channels
changes. The choice of the partitioning function impacts
the cost of the migration, as it changes the amount of
migrated state.
Consider a scenario where a simple data partitioning
function is used, which applies a hash function on the
partitioning attributes and mods the result based on the
number of channels. This data partitioning function can
result in massive state migrations. Worse, it results in
moving some partitions across channels that are present
both before and after the migration. In general, we need a
data partitioning function that provides good balance and
monotonicity. Balance ensures that the partitions are
uniformly distributed across channels, achieving good
load balance. Monotonicity ensures that partitions are not
moved across channels that are present before and after the
migration. Consistent hashing [19] is a technique that
provides these properties.
Consistent hashing maps each data item to a point on a
128-bit ring in uniformly random fashion. Similarly, each
channel is also mapped to the same ring, but rather than to
a single point, each channel is mapped to multiple points
on the ring (using multiple hash functions). A data item is
assigned to the channel that is closest to it on the ring. As a
result of this scheme, when a new channel is inserted, it
collects data items from multiple of the existing channels.
Similarly, when a channel is removed, its data items are
distributed over multiple of the existing channels. Consis-
tent hashing ensures that on average M=N partitions are
moved when the Nth channel is inserted or removed from
a system with M partitions.
Consistent hashing can be implemented in Oð1Þ time (by
dividing the ring into segments [19]), yet it is slightly more
costly to compute compared to a simple hashing scheme.
However, it minimizes the amount of state to be moved
during migration. Our migration algorithm given in
Algorithm 4 can work with any data partitioning function.
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section evaluates the effectiveness of our solution
based on experimental results. Two kinds of results are
presented. First, micro-benchmarks are used to evaluate
the scalability, adaptation, congestion index threshold
sensitivity, and migration time properties. These results
are presented in Appendix B. Second, real-world applica-
tion kernels are used to compare the throughput achieved
by our elastic auto-parallelization scheme with the optimal
throughput.
7.1 Experimental Setup
We implemented our elastic auto-parallelization scheme in
C++, as part of the SPL runtime within Streams. The
backing store used for migration is a DB2 database.
Our experiments were performed on 4 machines, each
with 2 3 GHz Intel Xeon processors containing 4 cores
(8 cores per machine). Each machine runs Linux with a
2.6 kernel version and has 64 GB of memory. In all
experiments, the adaptation period is 5 seconds and the
change sensitivity is 0.5. The congestion index threshold
is 0.2 (see Section B.3). The error bars are plotted based
on 3 repeated runs.
7.2 Application Benchmarks
In this section we look at the performance achieved by the
elastic auto-parallelization scheme under several applica-
tion kernels, some of which has been used in previous work
[24]. We compare the results obtained from elastic scaling
against the performance of a fixed number of channels, by
experimenting with different numbers of channels for the
latter. Note that for applications with more than one parallel
region, every region settles independently on its own.
The application kernels, shown in Fig. 4, are:
Finance: This application computes the volume weighted
average price of trades on a per stock ticker basis and
compares the results to the quote values in order to detect
bargains. As the final result, it computes a bargain index for
the quotes that are considered profitable. It uses real-world
stock market data as input. There are three parallel regions
in this application, two of which are stateless and one is
partitioned stateful.
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Twitter: This application applies basic text analytics on
Twitter messages (aka tweets) in order to identify key
words used and basic message statistics. The application
uses real-world tweet data as input. It contains a single
stateless parallel region.
PageRank: This application uses a feedback loop to
iteratively rank pages in a web graph [8]. This kind of
application is typically associated with MapReduce [9], but
is also easy to express in a streaming language. The input to
the application consists of a synthetic graph of 2 million
vertices and 4 billion uniformly distributed edges (sparsity
of 0.001). It contains a single stateful parallel region.
Network Monitoring: This application monitors Linux log
files, looking for successful logins that were preceded by
many failed logins from the same host. Such logins are
flagged as breakins. There are four parallel regions, one of
which is stateful. The input is synthetic data based on real
data collected from a public-facing server which experienced
a breakin attempt about every 2 seconds for a 12 hour period.
The real data has been modified with several fake breakins,
and the 12 hour period is cycled through 2000 times.
We present the results for these application kernels by
plotting the speedup in throughput as a function of the
number of channels used. We plot the speedup for the case
of a fixed number of channels as well as for the ideal case of
linear scalability. We also plot the speedup for the elastic
auto-parallelism, which adjusts the number of channels
automatically. The speedup reported for the elastic
scenario is measured after the control algorithm has settled
down on a number of channels for the parallel regions.
Each experiment is run at least three times. In all of the
applications the speedup achieved shows a linear trend
only up to a certain number of parallel channels, after
which point additional speedup is not possible. This is
because the parallel regions stop being the bottleneck of
their application once sufficient parallelism is introduced.
The sequential parts of the applications, especially the I/O
bound sources and sinks, become the bottleneck. One of the
major strengths of the elastic approach is to automatically
find the point after which additional parallelism does not
help.
Finance: Fig. 5 plots the speedup for the Finance
application. The best speedup with a fixed number of
channels is 3.1, and elastic scalability achieves slightly
higher throughput around 3.6. This particular application
has three parallel regions, yet the fixed approach uses the
same number of channels for all of them. The elastic
approach has the flexibility to adjust the number of
channels for each region independently. In this case, one
of the parallel regions is not profitable.
Twitter: Fig. 6 plots the speedup for the Twitter
application. The speedup achieved by the elastic approach
is almost as good as the fixed one (around 12 vs. around
10). The elastic approach uses approximately 22 channels,
whereas the fixed approach uses 16 channels when it
achieves the highest speedup. This is due to the use of
rapid scaling, which means not all numbers of channels are
available to the elastic approach. A better result is
achievable without rapid scaling, at the cost of longer
settling time.
PageRank: Fig. 7 plots the speedup for the PageRank
application. In this experiment we used 8 machines instead
of 4, in order to have more memory, as the web graph is
distributed and cached in memory. The speedup achieved
by the elastic auto-parallelism is around 5, whereas the
fixed approach achieves a speedup value of around 6.5.
The best speedup is achieved with 16 channels for the fixed
approach vs. around 27 channels for the elastic approach.
Network Monitoring: Fig. 8 plots the speedup for the
Network Monitoring application. This experiment uses 5
machines, giving each parallel region a node to itself, and
placing the other operators on a separate node. The elastic
approach achieves 2.8 speedup, compared to the best
Fig. 4. Stream graphs for the application kernels. (a) Fiannce. (b) Twitter NLP. (c) PageRank. (d) Network monitoring.
Fig. 5. Performance for the Finance application.
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speedup of 3.8 given a static configuration. There are four
independent parallel regions in this application, as shown
in Fig. 4d. Without auto-parallelization, the ParseLines
operator is the bottleneck of the application. The elastic
algorithm dynamically discovers this bottleneck and settles
on 4-8 channels for that region. As more resources are given
to ParseLines, the ParseFailures operator becomes the
bottleneck of the application. Its elastic algorithm responds
by allocating it 2-4 channels, until the bottleneck of the
application shifts to be operators that cannot be paralle-
lized (DupSplit and NoShuffle). Note that there are
independent control algorithms controlling each parallel
region; there is no master algorithm that decides what
number of channels to use for all regions. Instead, as the
elastic algorithm controlling ParseLines uses more channels,
its throughput increases, which increases the pressure on
ParseFailures. The elastic algorithm controlling ParseFailures
responds to the increased workload by using more
channels, thus enabling ParseLines to use even more
channels. This feedback loop continues until the bottleneck
is not controlled by an elastic algorithm. The Logins path
receives very few tuples, and the elastic algorithm correctly
uses only a single channel for it.
7.3 Evaluation Summary
In summary, the evaluation presented in Appendix B and
in this section shows that our elastic auto-parallelization
scheme:
. performs parallelization with small overhead, espe-
cially for the partitioned stateful cases when addi-
tional processing performed on a per tuple basis is
non-trivial;
. adapts to changes in the workload, both when the
workload change is smooth and when it is sharp;
. locates the channel count that gives close to optimal
performance without causing overshoot, in real-
world settings.
8 RELATED WORK
Compared to prior work, our elastic parallelization scheme
is the first that meets all three of the following criteria:
adjusts the level of parallelism at runtime; adapts to
workload changes; and works in the presence of stateful
operators. Our earlier work [24] has addressed the last part.
It provides language and runtime support for auto-
parallelization in the presence of stateful operators, which
we classify as the safety problem. This work addresses the
profitability problem, providing runtime degree-of-paral-
lelism adaptation in the presence of workload changes.
Next, we review the related work in several areas where
adaptive and parallel data processing is prevalent.
8.1 Adaptive Query Processing (AQP)
AQP techniques [10] address the rigidity of the traditional
optimize-then-execute model of relational database opti-
mizations. The traditional model is unable to adapt to the
dynamically changing data, runtime, and workload char-
acteristics of the new breed of data management applica-
tions. To solve this, AQP techniques typically apply the
adaptivity loop, which involves the steps of measure,
analyze, plan, and activate. In this work, we follow this
general approach as well. However, most of the work on
AQP has dealt with the topic of adaptive operator
reordering, such as selections [6] and joins [30]. In contrast
to previous work on AQP, we address the problem of
adaptive partitioned parallelism for general-purpose
Fig. 8. Performance for the Network Monitoring app.
Fig. 7. Performance for the PageRank application.
Fig. 6. Performance for the Twitter application.
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stream processing systems, where the operators are not
limited to relational operators. Our work does not involve
operator re-ordering and instead focuses on elastic setting
of number of parallel channels to use based on workload
availability.
The most relevant work from the AQP area is the Flux
operator [25], which applies partitioned parallel processing
in the context of stateful continuous queries. However, the
focus is on dynamic load balancing and the level of
parallelism is not dynamically adjusted. The load balanc-
ing problem is of particular interest for non-dedicated
hosts, where resources can be used by external processes.
Comparison of several different approaches for query
parallelization under this assumption can be found in the
literature [22]. Our work focuses on elastic scaling in a
dedicated host setup.
8.2 Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs)
Elastic operators [23] address dynamic data parallelism in
the context of DSPSs. However, the approach is limited to
individual operators, does not handle stateful operators,
and works at the thread level, limiting it to a single host.
Similar to our work, run-time control mechanisms are
applied to adjust the number of parallel operators in order
to adapt to run-time dynamics.
Parallelization of stateful operators in DSPSs is ad-
dressed in [32]. A distributed shared state mechanism
coupled with a split/process/merge model is proposed to
facilitate parallelization. A theoretical model is provided to
determine the right level of parallelism as well. Compared
to our work, this approach does not provide transparent or
elastic parallelization. It does not handle partitioned
stateful parallelism and is targeted at the most general
case of arbitrary state, which requires explicit use of
synchronization and shared state.
Open source DSPSs like Storm [27] and S4 [34] can take
advantage of partitioned stateful parallelism. However,
Storm leaves the profitability decision to the developers
and system administrators (the parallelism level is adjust-
able at runtime without shutting down the application). S4
creates as many parallel operator instances as there are
unique values for the partitioning attribute, which is
shown to be sub-optimal [4].
Elasticity related work on Map/Reduce systems and
additional relevant research is covered in Appendix C.
9 CONCLUSION
We presented an auto-parallelization scheme that can
provide elasticity to stream processing applications. It is
able to adjust the number of parallel channels to use at run-
time, depending on workload availability. Most impor-
tantly, by relying on migration of partitioned state, it is able
to handle partitioned stateful operators that are commonly
found in stream processing applications. We presented a
control algorithm that is able to achieve good throughput,
has short settling time, and avoids oscillation and over-
shoot. We described a state management API and a
migration protocol, which together enable elastic paralle-
lization that is transparent to the application developers.
Furthermore, elasticity does not interfere with safety and
given the same inputs the same outputs are produced in the
same order, irrespective of whether there are migrations or
not. Experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of our
solution in finding an ideal operating point for parallel




A.1 Managed State APIs
The state management API provides a key-value store
interface to operator developers. The API contains a set of
operations commonly found in key-value stores, such as
put (insert a new item), get (retrieve an existing item), has
(check for existence), remove (delete an item), and basic
iteration constructs. Additional operations are provided to
dynamically create and remove stores at run-time, such as
createStore and removeStore. The store API fully
supports the SPL type system, allowing all available types
to be used as both keys and values. The runtime service
that backs up this API has multiple implementations,
specialized depending on the scoping and persistence
policies.
Scoping policy determines the visibility of the managed
state across different application components. For instance,
state with global scope enables operators from different
applications to share state, whereas state with job-level
scope enables operators from the same application to share
state. For the purpose of this work, we rely on operator-
level scope, as no sharing is required. This results in fast
access to managed state, as the state can be stored in local
memory of each operator instance (recall that at any time
each partition is owned by a single channel).
The persistence policy determines whether and how the
state is saved. For instance, a policy of transient state means
that the state is never backed up to disk and is lost upon
failures or restarts. Alternatively, a policy of periodically
checkpointed state provides transparent, asynchronous,
and incremental saving of state to disk. This minimizes the
amount of state lost upon failures or restarts. The
persistence policy is orthogonal to migration.
A.2 Transparent Usage of the API
To employ the managed state API in a manner that is
transparent to the application developers, several lan-
guage-level techniques can be used. We look at three
unique cases:
Case 1
New SPL operators: User-defined operators are written
using Custom operators in SPL. For newly developed
Custom operators, we provide two language constructs
aimed at making the development of partitioned stateful
operators easier for application developers. First, we
introduce the partitioned state clause to specify the
list of state variables to be maintained on a per-partition
basis (otherwise done explicitly through map data struc-
tures). Second, we introduce the partitionBy parameter
to specify the partitioning attribute to be used for the
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partitioned state. This removes the need to explicitly deal
with the map data structures in user code, while at the same
time simplifying the compiler’s job in identifying parti-
tioned stateful Custom operators. The compiler will use the
state API when generating code for these operators, so as to
enable elastic parallelism.
Listing 2 gives example SPL code that uses the new SPL
language constructs. In this example, we have a sensor
stream carrying tuples with two attributes: a sensor id and
a sensor value. The example shows a Custom operator that
performs basic thresholding. The operator forwards a tuple
if and only if its value is more than a threshold higher than
that of the last tuple forwarded with the same id. For this
purpose it stores the last value submitted inside the
variable storedValue. Since the variable is declared
within the partitioned state section, at run-time one
instance of it for each unique id value is created. The
partitionBy parameter is used to specify that the
partitioning is done using the id attribute.
We note that the code is simpler compared to Listing 3
corresponding to Case 2 (described below), as it avoids
explicit management of map data structures.
Case 2
Existing SPL operators: In legacy code (Case 1 not applica-
ble), partitioned stateful Custom operators are created by
explicitly using the map data structure. However, such
operators neither specify a partitioning attribute nor use
the managed state API we outlined earlier. To address this
problem, compile-time static analysis can be used to
identify whether a Custom operator is partitioned stateful,
and if so locate the partitioning attribute. In order for an
operator to be partitioned stateful, all mutable state needs
to be using a map data structure and all accesses to this
structure need to be based on a common index expression
that depends on one or more stream attributes (aka the
partitioning attributes).
Once a Custom operator is identified as partitioned
stateful, the map data structure and the accesses to it can be
rewritten to use the managed state API, without any
involvement by the application developer. Our current
prototype does not fully implement this case.
Listing 3 gives SPL code illustrating a Custom operator
that can be determined to be partitioned stateful after
applying static analysis. The code implements the same
application from Listing 2. The operator keeps a mutable
state variable (storedValues), which is a map and is
always accessed via the id attribute of the incoming
stream. Thus, this operator is partitioned stateful, with a
partitioning attribute of id.
It is worth noting that Case 1 is superior to Case 2 not
only from the perspective of system implementation (easier
compiler analysis) but also from the perspective of
application development (cleaner and shorter code).
Case 3
Native operators: For operators that are developed in general
purpose programming languages, such as C++ and Java,
the managed state API is provided as native interfaces.
Operator developers are responsible for using these APIs in
their native code to manage partitioned state, providing a
partitionBy parameter, and specifying meta informa-
tion about their operator (via the operator model [13]) to
indicate that it is partitioned stateful. Note that the




For the micro-benchmarks, we use a synthetic application
that has a single parallel region with a single operator. This
operator can be configured as stateless or partitioned
stateful. For the latter case the number of unique partition-
ing attribute values present in the workload is set to 1000
unless stated otherwise. The operator performs multiple
integer multiplications per tuple. We scale the number of
multiplications to adjust the amount of work performed
per tuple, in order to explore both ends of the spectrum.
When there is little work per tuple, scalability is more
difficult to achieve because the parallelization overhead
becomes significant compared to the actual work. When
there is more work per tuple, it is easier to achieve
scalability as the additional runtime work performed on a
per tuple basis becomes insignificant relative to the cost of
the application logic.
B.1 Scalability: Accuracy and Overshoot
Fig. 9 plots the speedup compared to the sequential case as
a function of the per tuple processing cost, for different
numbers of parallel channels as well as for elastic
parallelism. For this experiment, the parallel region is
configured to be stateless. We make a few observations
Listing 2. Assisted state management in a Custom operator.
Listing 3. Manual state management in a Custom operator.
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from the figure. First, for high per tuple processing costs,
linear scalability is achieved for up to 16 channels. For 32
channels, the speedup achieved is less than the ideal
(around 21). This is because the 4 machines are fully
utilized at this time (8 cores per host). Second, we observe
that for high per tuple processing costs, elastic auto-
parallelization is able to achieve speedup that is close to the
best achieved by the fixed number of channels. Finally, we
observe that for low per tuple processing costs, there is
overhead compared to the sequential case, both for fixed
number of channels and for elastic auto-parallelization.
The overhead of elastic auto-parallelization is less than that
of 32 channels but more than that of 16 channels or less.
Naturally, such overheads are more pronounced for lower
per tuple processing costs.
Fig. 10 plots the number of channels the control
algorithm settles down to as a function of the per tuple
processing cost. As expected, the number of channels stays
flat until the per tuple processing cost is high enough to
make additional parallelism beneficial. After that point, it
increases as the per tuple cost increases, and flattens again
when the maximum number of channels is reached.
Fig. 11 again plots the speedup compared to the
sequential case as a function of the per tuple processing
cost, for different numbers of parallel channels as well as
for elastic parallelism. This time, the parallel region is
configured to be stateful. Overall, we observe similar
trends as in Fig. 9. However, there are a number of
differences. First, the speedup achieved with more than
one channel as well as elastic parallelization are both
higher than 1 for all per tuple processing costs. This is
because a stateful parallel region is more costly to process
even for the sequential case, since for each tuple several
operations are performed to locate and update its state
from the map data structure. Second, we observe that the
speedup obtained by the elastic approach is slightly worse
than the speedup achieved by the most effective fixed
approach for a given configuration. This is due to the
additional overheads of stateful elastic parallelism, such as
the cost of consistent hashing at the splitter and the
overhead of managed state APIs.
Fig. 12 plots the number of channels the control
algorithm settles down to as a function of the per tuple
processing cost. The results are similar to those in Fig. 10,
except that the number of channels starts from a higher
value for the smallest per tuple processing cost, as
partitioned stateful parallel regions have additional per
tuple processing costs.
B.2 Adaptation: Settling and Stability
Fig. 13 plots the available load (using the left y-axis) and the
number of channels used by the elastic auto-parallel
scheme (using the right y-axis) as a function of time. For
this experiment the available load follows a sine wave with
a mean value of 5000 tuples/second, amplitude of 2500
tuples/second, and a period of 500 seconds. From Fig. 13,
we observe how the control algorithm reacts to change in
Fig. 9. Scalability with increasing tuple cost.
Fig. 10. Number of channels with increasing cost.
Fig. 11. Scalability with increasing tuple cost.
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the load. The number of channels used follows the load
availability, avoiding overshoot by decreasing the number
of channels when load availability decreases and achieving
good accuracy by increasing the number of channels when
the load availability increases. Fig. 14 plots the available
load and the handled load as a function of time, for the
same experiment. This figure helps in understanding the
effectiveness of the solution with respect to throughput.
When the lines corresponding to the available load and
handled load overlap, it indicates that the system is able to
handle all of the load available. Yet, we need to check
Fig. 13 to ensure that there is no overshoot, as all of the
available load can be handled with more than the ideal
number of channels (which cannot be told from Fig. 14
alone). Fig. 14 shows that most of the time we are able to
handle all of the available load. During startup (which uses
rapid scaling) as well as during times of adaptation, there
are small periods of time during which some of the load is
not handled. Nevertheless, the system quickly locates an
effective operating point.
Figs. 15 and 16 plot similar results, but this time for a
workload that follows a step function. The available
workload starts with 5000 tuples/sec, after 250 seconds
goes up to 10000 tuples/sec, after 100 seconds goes down to
2000 tuples/sec, and after 150 seconds goes back up to 5000
tuples/sec and repeats itself. Different than the sine
workload, which has smooth changes in the workload,
the step workload has sharp changes. Still, the control
algorithm is able to adjust the number of channels based on
workload availability and handle all of the load most of the
time. Overall, the control algorithm is resilient to the
workload characteristics.
B.3 The Congestion Index Threshold
The congestion index threshold impacts the adaptation
behavior of the system. If the threshold is too high, then the
system will not increase the number of channels even when
additional workload can be handled with more channels.
As a result, the accuracy will suffer. In general, smaller
values for the threshold are safer. When the threshold is
lower than ideal, then the system will overreact by
increasing the number of channels when it is not really
Fig. 15. Number of channels with varying load.
Fig. 12. Number of channels with increasing cost.
Fig. 13. Number of channels with varying load.
Fig. 14. Handled load vs. available load.
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needed. This error, however, will be corrected after
observing that increasing the number of channels is not
helping the throughput. If the threshold is too low such
that noise in a non-bottlenecked system is labeled as
congestion, then the system will overshoot since it won’t
ever reduce the number of channels used. In our experi-
ments, we found the range [0.01, 0.3] to be appropriate for
the threshold.
Fig. 17 shows the behavior of the system when the
threshold is set to 0 (too low). In this case, we observe that
even though the load is handled properly, the control
algorithm overshoots the target. It never reduces the
number of channels.
Fig. 18 shows the behavior of the system when the
threshold is set to 0.9 (too high). In this case, we see that the
number of channels does not reach the required level and
the accuracy suffers, as the available workload is often not
handled by the system. The spikes in the handled load are
due to the fine-grained throughput measurements that
reach high values when space opens in the transport
buffers every now and then.
B.4 Migration Cost
Fig. 19 plots the time it takes to perform the migration as a
function of the number of channels, for different numbers
of unique keys per partitioning attribute. This time
includes synchronization, saving state that will transfer
out, and loading state that will transfer in, for all operators
involved. We observe that the migration time is linear in
the number of keys. Furthermore, the migration cost
decreases with the increasing number of channels. Thanks
to the consistent hash, most data can remain on the host it
was on at a different operating point, and only a small
fraction of the data has to move. However, eventually the
migration time flattens. This is because as the number of
migrated data items decreases, the overhead of the
migration protocol dominates the migration cost.
Migration cost is a concern only in highly unstable
workloads. If the workload is relatively stable, initial costs





Elastic auto-parallelization has been applied to Map/
Reduce [9] systems as well (see [3] and [20]). It is important
to note that stream processing applications often have
ordering requirements that are absent in many commuta-
tive and associative workloads of Map/Reduce systems.
Due to sequential segments that form bottlenecks, most
streaming applications do not scale linearly with the
number of hosts. As a result, it is important to apply run-
time profitability analysis to determine the right level of
parallelism for stream processing applications.
StreamMine uses active replication at no cost [20] to
provide fault tolerance as well as a limited form of elasticity
for streaming Map/Reduce applicationsVa variation of
Map/Reduce where multiple partitioned stateful stages
are connected to each other. It shifts processing resources to
the active replicas during load spikes and falls back to state
synchronization between the active and backup replicas
when the latter’s processing queues are full. The details as
to how state synchronization is performed for stateful
operators is not discussed in [20].
Fig. 16. Handled load vs. available load.
Fig. 17. Adaptation with a congestion index threshold of 0.
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The Flood [3] system provides elasticity for Map/
Reduce-like streaming systems where the source data
streams are received from multiple clients. The approach
is based on allocating additional VMs to handle increases
in the number of clients or the volume of source data.
However, this work does not recognize the need for state
migration to achieve elasticity for stateful operators, let
alone explain how such a state migration would work.
Many other systems that generalize the Map/Reduce
paradigm to arbitrary DAGs, such as Nephele [2], Hyracks
[7], and Dryad [17] exist as well. While such systems can
stream intermediate results between certain stages, they are
not designed to handle continuous data sources. Sequential
and order-sensitive application segments, which often limit
the scalability of streaming applications and make profit-
ability analysis critical, do not exist in these systems. Fur-
thermore, none of these systems perform elastic adaptation
of the degree of parallelism involving state migration.
C.2 Other Systems
Flextream [15] is a dynamic auto-parallelization scheme for
the StreamIt [11] systemVa stream processing framework
targeted at signal processing applications with strong em-
phasis on static scheduling. Flextream introduces dynamic
compilation techniques to adjust the level of parallelism
used in order to adapt to changes in resource availability.
However, multi-host elasticity and stateful operators are
not addressed.
The feed-back directed pipeline parallelism approach of
[29] performs dynamic adaptation for pipelines of paralle-
lizable stages. It describes an online controller that decides
the degree of parallelism for each stage. However, the
approach is limited to shared memory and does not handle
selective stages.
The SEDA architecture [31] employs control mechanisms
for automatic tuning of parallelism in event-driven stage
pipelines. SEDA is targeted at building highly concurrent
Internet services and cannot be applied directly to distrib-
uted stream processing systems (issues such as stateful opera-
tors, ordering, and cross-host parallelism are not addressed).
Yet it is similar to our solution in its application of control
mechanisms to perform run-time parallelization tuning.
Finally, process migration is a well studied topic in the
area of distributed systems [21]. In this work, we do not
migrate processes, but instead perform partial state
migration to re-distributed work to a new host or over
remaining hosts.
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